Media Studies
Getting ready for
A Level study
Whether you have studied Media at GCSE or not, you will find
tasks in this booklet to ensure that you are ready to start
studying Media at A Level.
Complete the work using the student booklet or your own
document (handwriting if it is more convenient).

Getting started: What is Media Studies?
Watch this:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qE-B_XkoAgQ
There are 4 key concepts in Media Studies:
Media Language

Representation

Audience

Institution/ Industry

You also need to understand Media Contexts as media texts are always
constructed in a specific context, for a specific audience.
Complete – Answer the questions using the information from the video
1. What is Media Language? Answer using the words ‘codes’,
‘denotation’, ‘connotation’ and give at least one example.
2. What is ‘representation’? Give at least one example.
3. Why is the concept of audience so important? Give an example.
4. What do we mean by media institutions and why is it key to
consider the media industries to understand media texts? Give an
example.

Topic 1: Understanding Media Language

Learn more about Semiotics
https://www.slideshare.net/MediaStudiesSaltash/semiotics-forbeginners-as-level
And a big more advanced: https://youtu.be/p3XvJDxjIpU

Camera work

Top up your knowledge – learn more about camerawork and mise-enscene:
https://www.slideshare.net/andywallis/film-terms-and-techniquesintroduction
https://www.slideshare.net/andywallis/film-terms-and-techniquesshots-and-angles-part-2

Watch:
What Are Camera Angles? | Let's Talk Theory
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jE_wTuLN48A
Editing is another crucial element of media language.
Cuts and transitions:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OAH0MoAv2CI
Make some notes on key points you have learned from watching these.
Learn some more:
Top 10 Opening Shots of All Time
https://youtu.be/PnhZXELUmUs
And : The Robert Rodriguez 10 Minute Film School - Part 2 of 2
https://youtu.be/sLxqNwc1oYU

Complete – on the next pages are more screenshots to annotate
Annotate each one to explain what meanings are created by the media
language used, both through the camerawork and editing.
Do a 200-300 word write-up.
Watch the sequence first!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rgyitSlMtMY

Practical work
1. Take an interesting photo of one or two characters and explain your). Share
your picture.
EXEMPLAR:

*This is a high angle MS of a white teenage male character.
* He is wearing a grey hoody, the hood nearly covering his eyes so it casts
shadows across his face, signifying that he may have things to hide.
*He sits against a brick wall in the dark with a spotlight shining on him which
creates an interrogation-style effect.
*As one eye is covered a sense of mystery is connoted, as well as darkness which
could represent that the character is evil.
*The actor is giving direct address to the camera, which seems chilling and gives
a sense of horror.
* The photo is in colour, but the actor is wearing dark clothing which makes him
seem evil, as he is central in the photo and we are drawn to the darkness.
*We had to turn off the lights in the hallway so that there was darkness
surrounding the actor and the only light came from the police, as if to signify
that the character is bad and the police interrogating are good, which plays upon
opposites which are a common feature in horror films.
*Furthermore, the actor looks like a 'deer in the headlights', which is great we
achieved a feeling that he was not expecting to be caught.
*The shot was achieved using a teenage male sitting against a wall, with
someone holding a pag light (without filters) in front of the male.
*I also put dark makeup underneath the teenager's eyes so that he looked more
devious.
2. Keep practising different types of shots and angles and share some of your
photos.
3. You can experiment with video as well. Many apps can be used to edit, such
as iMovie.

Topic 2: Understanding Representation
Odd-one-out?

What do you
notice about the
first two
images?

What about
this one?
What point is
this image
making?

Representation: how the media portray events, issues, individuals and
social groups.

Watch this introduction (3:26):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fOecpti7Qf8
Checklist of key points:
- Representation is the way in which aspects of society and social identity,
issues and events are re-presented or portrayed to an audience.
- All media products are constructions; they do not simply reflect the real
world, and the representations within them are also constructions as they
are not real but are often accepted as such by an audience because they
give an illusion of reality.
- The creators of media products make choices about how representations
are constructed through selection and combination (as well as omission –
what is NOT included is often significant)
- The representation is controlled by the product’s creators and as such
encodes values, attitudes, beliefs.
- The repetition by the media of a particular representation may result in
that representation being accepted as normal.
- Representations are affected by the context and purpose.
- Media products may construct stereotypes which can be both positive
and negative.
Representations position audiences differently and audience responses
may vary.

Task: Does Marvel have a gender inequality problem?

A bit of theory:

Watch, read and answer questions:
1. In this clip, how are men represented? How are women represented? Think about
themes, settings, costumes, gender roles, dialogue, narrative (aim for 150 words
minimum)
https://youtu.be/dNPkJ7eEVDU
2. Does Marvel have a gender inequality problem?
https://youtu.be/LIvZEk30FsY
This serves as an introduction before the article on the next two pages.
Bullet point two or three key points made in this video.

‘Avengers: Age of Ultron’s’ Black Widow Disgrace (May 05, 2015)
In Joss Whedon’s mega-charged superhero sequel, Scarlett Johansson’s badass assassin is
reduced to a baby-obsessed flirt. For shame.
A couple of years back, I had the pleasure of conducting a sit-down interview with filmmaker
Joss Whedon for Newsweek magazine. The occasion was his post-Avengers passion project,
Much Ado About Nothing—an impeccably staged and delightfully droll riff on the
Shakespeare classic filmed with a cast of pals over 12 days at Whedon’s Santa Monica home.
The experience was, according to Whedon, a spiritual cleansing of sorts; a respite from the
drudgery of assembling a gazillion-dollar superhero epic that reminded him why he fell in
love with visual storytelling in the first place. And, like many film and television projects in
the Whedon canon, from Buffy the Vampire Slayer to Dollhouse to his unproduced Wonder
Woman screenplay, it featured a ballsy, no-nonsense heroine at its centre.
“I was raised by a hardcore feminist,” said Whedon, whose father also wrote for The Golden
Girls, of his affinity for heroines. “I was also much smaller than my brothers and bullied a lot,
so I identify with the feeling of helplessness.”
Our chat eventually touched on Hollywood’s reluctance to make a superhero film with a
female hero in the lead. It was the only moment in the talk where the genial artist got fired
up.
“Toymakers will tell you they won’t sell enough, and movie people will point to the two
terrible superheroine movies that were made and say, ‘You see? It can’t be done,’” Whedon
said. “It’s stupid, and I’m hoping The Hunger Games will lead to a paradigm shift. It’s
frustrating to me that I don’t see anybody developing one of these movies. It actually pisses
me off. My daughter watched The Avengers and was like, ‘My favourite characters were the
Black Widow and Maria Hill,’ and I thought, ‘Yeah, of course they were.’ I read a beautiful
thing Junot Diaz wrote: ‘If you want to make a human being into a monster, deny them, at
the cultural level, any reflection of themselves.’”
Whedon also decided to take the leap and join the incendiary echo chamber that is Twitter
to drum up publicity for his black-and-white experiment. On Monday, however, Whedon
deleted his Twitter account. The reason isn’t entirely clear, though numerous media outlets
have reported it’s due to the backlash he’s received over his rendering of Black Widow in
Avengers: Age of Ultron, which grossed $187 million during its opening weekend.
Now, Whedon is an outspoken ally of feminism with the resume to back it up. But his
portrayal of Natasha Romanoff/Black Widow, played by Scarlett Johansson, in Ultron does a
great disservice to the most badass woman in the Marvel Cinematic Universe.
In Ultron, following an overcrowded opening action sequence, we’re introduced to
Romanoff behind the bar at Stark’s pad. The gang is celebrating its apparent victory over
HYDRA and Romanoff, as the token female amid a plethora of towering bros, is tending bar.
She makes Bruce Banner (Mark Ruffalo) a snazzy drink, and the two exchange a few flirty
lines and furtive glances. This triggers Captain America’s (Chris Evans) BroDar, as he struts
over and launches into an explainer on Romanoff’s history of “flirtation” with several of the
Avengers—Hawkeye, Cap, and now Hulk.
Romanoff’s demeaning history isn’t entirely Whedon’s fault, and perhaps this was the
filmmaker’s way of pointing out how wrong it is, but it came off like a group of chauvinistic
mega-men taking potshots at the lone female in the group. And that isn’t even the most
troubling sequence.
Later on, Romanoff is describing her origin story to Banner. Like the comics, it involves her
taking part in a ballerina/black ops project as a young child (think: Black Swan crossed with
the fraternity of assassins in Wanted). She complains of being sterilized by her captors. She
turns to Banner and sombrely says, “You’re not the only monster on the team.”
Her infertility then becomes the main focus of Romanoff’s Ultron journey. While none of the
other Avengers really worry about raising a family, Romanoff yearns for the domesticated
life of Hawkeye’s secret pregnant wife, Susan, played by Linda Cardellini. They’ve even
named their future son after her. At the end of the film, the happy couple texts Romanoff a
picture of her wee namesake. Troubled, she looks off into the distance, before regaining her
composure and delivering a rousing speech to the rest of the Avengers.

Because she’s a woman, saving the world isn’t enough for her. She’ll always got that cursed void to
fill. After all, it’s what makes her, as she says, a “monster.”
Let’s get back to the way the MCU has handled Romanoff—which has been disappointing, to say
the least.
When she’s introduced in Iron Man 2, the first words yelled at her by Tony Stark are, “What’s your
name, lady?” He then eyeballs her digital resume on his computer, including a modelling photo of
her in a lace bra and panties, before marvelling (sorry) at her ability to kick Happy’s ass. He turns
to his secretary/lover Pepper Potts and proclaims, “I want one.”

Thankfully, director Jon Favreau chose to leave an even more “flirtatious” scene between
Romanoff and Stark on the cutting room floor.
In the first Avengers, similar to the comics, she gets close to Jeremy Renner’s Hawkeye. Then,
she’s brought on in Captain America: Winter Soldier as a leather-clad vessel whose sole purpose is
guiding his voyage of self-discovery by serving as a lame, quasi-romantic interest.
“It’s more of a work-wife, work-husband relationship,” co-director Joe Russo told Empire of
Romanoff and Cap. “Of course there’s sexual tension between them, but I think she’s more
interested in pulling him into the modern world and trying to help him try that identity he’s
looking for.”
The MCU’s decision to have Romanoff function as a cog that services the storylines of not one but
four Avengers—Iron Man, Hawkeye, Captain America, and Hulk—all while denying her a
standalone feature despite the fact that Johansson is the only one among them that can open a
non-franchise blockbuster all by her lonesome (see: Lucy), is a total head-scratcher, and led
Renner and Evans to jokingly brand her a “slut” and a “complete whore,” respectively (they’ve
since apologized, citing a long and exhausting press tour).
Johansson even mocked the way the MCU’s handled Black Widow in a recent SNL skit—a satirical
trailer for a fictional standalone Romanoff romcom from the writers of 27 Dresses that depicts her
trying to juggle a job in fashion (this, bizarrely enough, was an actual storyline in the comics), and
a romantic relationship with… Ultron.
If that all weren’t enough, there’s the issue of Black Widow’s noticeable absence in Marvel
merchandising—one so glaringly obvious that it led Ultron star Mark Ruffalo to diplomatically
voice his disapproval on Twitter: @Marvel we need more #BlackWidow merchandise for my
daughters and nieces. Pretty please.
So why is Black Widow, like Guardians of the Galaxy’s Gamora before her, being short-changed in
the world of Marvel swag? According to a post written by a former Marvel employee on the
feminist-leaning website The Mary Sue, it has to do with good ol’ fashioned sexism.
“This exclusion of women from Marvel movie merchandise is completely purposeful. I know; I was
there,” the unnamed ex-employee wrote. “While working at Marvel post acquisition, I saw a deck
circulated by Disney’s Brand Marketing team. I’m prohibited from sharing the slides, but the
takeaway is that, unlike the actual demos, the desired demographics had no females in it
whatsoever. I asked my supervisor why that was. Ever the pragmatist, he said, ‘That’s not why
Disney bought us. They already have the girls’ market on lockdown.’”
The ex-employee continued, “Disney bought Marvel and Lucasfilm because they wanted to access
the male market. To achieve this goal, they allocate less to Marvel’s female demo, and even less to
a unisex one. They won’t be interested in changing how they work until consumers understand
what’s going on.” Perhaps, then, this isn’t so much Whedon’s fault, but a company-wide directive
that’s been passed down from the powers that be at Marvel, including MCU architect Kevin Feige.
Either way, Johansson’s Romanoff will be starring in several more MCU films, including the
already-announced Captain America: Civil War and the two-part finale, Avengers: Infinity War.
Hopefully, she’ll have more to do in those movies than flirt and whine about being barren.
Or maybe they'll just have her f*** Thor.

Answer the following questions:
1. What is the central argument made in this article?
2. How is ‘Hollywood’s reluctance to make a superhero film with a female hero in the
lead’ explained?
3. In what ways is the sequence introducing Romanoff / Black Widow problematic in
terms of gender representations? Which stereotypes of femininity are deployed?
4. How is her character developed in subsequent sequences and films?
5. What do we learn about the institution (studios, in this case) behind such decisions –
including the question of merchandises?

Read: Is there hope that things might start to change?
A New Study Finds That Movies Starring Women Make More Money
Article by Lindsey Romain Dec 11 2018
https://nerdist.com/article/new-study-women-movies-more-money-box-office/

If you frequent social media, you’ve heard the noise: Female-centric movies are ruining
Hollywood. Women, with all their hair and drama, are infiltrating popular franchises
like Star Wars and Marvel, spreading their inclusivity agenda with a smirk and scowl. But
it’s just a phase. You’ll see.We’re obviously being sarcastic here, not only because womenled films pose no real danger outside of, you know, showing off the unique power of half
the world’s population. But now, a study is here to prove that it’s literally wrong to say
women-starring films are “ruining” Hollywood; they are, in fact, keeping it alive. According
to a report conducted by the Creative Artists Agency and tech firm Shift7, movies with
female leads actually out-gross male-led rivals at all budget levels.

The study compiled box office data from the 350 highest-grossing films from 2014 to 2017
and broke them into five categories based on what it cost to get them made. The greatest
gap in female vs. male-led grosses was at the top tier, or movies that made over $100
million. That category contains films like Wonder Woman,Â Disney’s live-action Beauty and
the Beast, andÂ Star Wars films like Rogue One and the two episodic sequels,Â The Force
Awakens and The Last Jedi, which are also the third and 11th highest-grossing films of all
time, respectively.Also factored into the report was the Bechdel Test. Films that pass the
test feature a female lead who speaks to at least one other woman about something other
than a man. The report found that, since 2012, all films to pass $1 billion in global box
office passed the test. A low bar, yes, but it shows progress when you realize how many
popular films fail that simple practice.

This may all sound like revolutionary new information, but, in fact, female viability at the
box office has been the case even before the timeline used for CAA’s report. In 2015, The
Black List’s Kate Hagen found that female-led films with at least a $1 million budget
released after 1/1/2000 outgrossed male-led films overall. As Hagen writes, “the data
actually says we minimize downside risk and increase upside potential when making
female-driven movies.”So don’t listen to the trolls who lament the advent of large-budget
female-starring films, the people who call diversity “box office poison” or accuse studios
of foisting an agenda on moviegoers. The numbers don’t lie: When women star in films,
more people see those movies. It’s just a fact.Here’s hoping the powers that be feel
bolstered by this data and extend the same starring-role-power to other underrepresented groups. We have a feeling they might be surprised by those numbers, too.

Checklist of key points
Representations of Women in the Media
- The representation of women has developed to reflect changes in society in relation to
women’s roles, creating more realistic representations and positive role models (this is
happening more slowly in the film industry than in the TV industry)
- However, stereotypical representations of women still exist in some media forms and
products. The more unrealistic representations of women that appear tend to define
women by how they look, often objectifying them, and by their relationships (reinforcing
heteronormative messages).
- Where women are constructed in a more positive way, challenging outdated stereotypes,
they are seen as more active and have a key role in shaping the narrative. They are defined
by what they do rather than what they have done to them.
- Some theorists argue that, while women’s roles and representations in the media have
changed, they are equally limiting, as women are expected to be ‘strong’ and indeed to
demonstrate ‘masculine’ attributes.
- Representations of women change in order to reflect cultural shifts in relation to gender
and to satisfy audience expectations (think of the impact of the 1960s Women Liberation
movement for instance).

Representations of Men in the Media
- Similar to the representations of women in the media, the representation of men and of
masculinity has changed and adapted in order to reflect social and cultural change.
- There is now a range of representations of men in media texts and the role of men within
society has been called into question and examined in the light of the #MeToo campaign.
- As is the case with representation of women, while there has been some fundamental
changes in representations, essentially, masculinity tends to be defined by physical
strength, sexual attractiveness and/or prowess, success in relationships and power /
authority. This is reflected in some media forms more than others, for example advertising
and mainstream films.
- Other forms, for example music videos, while reinforcing some typical male
characteristics, have also been a platform that allows men to present themselves as more
rounded, realistic individuals.

Next level of understanding! Representation of issues and social groups
Representations of Ethnicity in the Media
- Just as with gender, the representation in the media of people from diverse cultures has changed
in order to reflect social and cultural changes. Many areas of the media offer positive
representations of minority groups and there are fewer instances whereby these social groups are
defined as being ‘other’.
- However, the construction of stereotypes and the misrepresentation and under-representation
of these social groups in certain areas of the media continues to be problematic, as the way in
which ethnicity and race are presented in the media is often the only experience of these cultures
that an audience may encounter and so will accept as truth (think of the representation of
immigrants in some of the UK newspapers, and the depiction of Muslim characters as terrorists in
films and TV drama).
- Certain stereotypical representations are reinforced across different forms. For example, black
and Asian people are often represented as ‘exotic’ in magazines, advertisements and music
videos. Some newspapers demonise young black men, defining them in terms of gang culture and
violence. This perpetuates a negative representation of certain social groups.
- Other media forms offer more positive representations of minority ethnic groups, including music
videos and certain TV dramas.
Answer: What do you think are the possible consequences of repeated messages about certain
social groups in newspaper front pages such as in the Daily Express’ emotive and biased pages
below?

Watch and answer the questions below:
Cecilia Menjívar, a KU Foundation Distinguished Professor of Sociology, speaks about her report into
the effects of such problematic media representations of immigrants in this video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zPSB-71Cua4 and the linked article: NEGATIVE MEDIA
PORTRAYALS DRIVE PERCEPTION OF IMMIGRATION POLICY, STUDY FINDS
‘We find that media have a central place in shaping the public's views of immigrants and immigration
but also on shaping the immigrants’ views of themselves in relation to others.’
"The more a message is repeated — in this case in the news media — it becomes a 'fact' even if it is
not true. And most sensationalist one-liners are not accurate," she said. "But because most people
can't do the research themselves, their only source of information are these messages, told over and
over again.“
Q: WHAT EFFECTS HAVE THESE MESSAGES HAD ON THE IMMIGRANTS’ BEHAVIOURS ACCORDING
TO THE REPORT?

Topic 3: Understanding Audience
Checklist of key points
- Media texts are constructed with a specific audience in mind, usually defined by
categories and audience profiling.
- The relationship between the audience and the media product changes in order to
reflect social and technological developments.
- Technological developments mean that audiences have higher expectations but
are also easier to reach across different platforms.
- The way in which audiences access media products has changed dramatically and
media industries have had to adapt the way in which they target and reach
audiences.
- Audiences are not a mass; they are made up of individuals. Audiences will not
respond in the same way to media products. The responses will be affected by
social and cultural factors.
Audiences are categorised by the media industries in order to make them easier to
research and target.
Different ways of grouping audiences include:
Demographic profiling:
This categorises audience groups from A to E according to class, occupation and income. Categories
A and B contain the wealthiest groups in society with the highest disposable income. Age and
gender are also factors used in constructing demographic groups. This method of audience profiling
can be seen to be outdated but is still widely used by some media industries (e.g. Magazines)

Psychographic profiling:

Answer: How do these
different music
magazines appeal to
different target
audience?

Profiling the audience
Many major magazine publishers produce press
packs to attract potential advertisers. The press
pack will give details on the
audience demographics of the magazine and
provide the advertisers with information about
their target audience

Read and research: GQ audiences
See the press pack for GQ here:
https://cnda.condenast.co.uk/static/mediapack/gq_media_pack_latest.pdf
Press packs (or media packs or media kits) are useful for advertisers who can then decide
whether their products will appeal to the magazine demographics.
Watch: Media Kits
https://youtu.be/VDkGt2acJI

Answer: What
information can you
gather about the GQ
audience?

How media products target, attract, reach, address and construct audiences

All media products have a specific audience; some target a broad or mainstream
audience and some a niche one. Depending on the audience, the product will use
a range of techniques this audience with the product, including:
- Technical and audio codes: the choice of shots and editing style.
- Language and mode of address: use of lexis (words / language) and tone may be
target-audience specific.
- How the product is constructed: the choice of images, composition and the way
the product is put together may appeal to particular audiences.
- The marketing and distribution of the product: determines the audience reach
and will differ according to the target audience.
- The way in which the audience is positioned by the product: will encourage
audiences to engage with the product and accept the encoded meanings.
- The way in which the product is created and its marketing: construct the idea of
the audience they are targeting. Over time, advertisements have constructed an
image of an audience which may not reflect the actual consumer. The audience
sees an aspirational image of themselves that can be persuasive.
- Some products produce profiles of their audience to target them more
effectively and to provide advertisers with information.

1. Who do you think is the target audience for these media texts?
2. How are they targeted and appealed to by the media texts?

1. Who do you think is the target audience for these media texts?
2. How are they targeted and appealed to by the media texts?

https://youtu.be/TVlzUikxZks
Asda TV advert 2020

https://youtu.be/ybji16u608U
Black Widow film trailer

https://youtu.be/ssrNcwxALS4
Assassin’s Creed Valhalla 2020
(warning: 18 certificate)

Sun frontpage, June 2016

Practical work
Create a mock up of a new print advert for a film or fragrance of your choice.
Alternatively, you may want to create the front page of a music magazine or even a CD cover.
KEY: Explain some of the media language choices you have made to address your chosen
audience (and don’t forget to tell us who the audience are)

You can draw it or be more creative (even with PowerPoint)

Topic 4: Understanding Industry
When studying the media, you will also need to know quite a bit about its institutions. For
example, you will need to know:
- How media organisations, groups and individuals produce, distribute and circulate their
products, and how this may differ according to the institution and the audience.
- How media organisations use marketing in order to create, appeal to and maintain
audiences.
- The ways in which technological developments have had an impact on the production,
distribution and circulation of media products.
- How the different media industries are regulated.
- The different patterns of ownership and control and the impact this has on the different
industries.
Watch and respond: Film production
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e5EoMcoUI2Q
What processes are included in the film making process?
Watch and respond: Film Theory: Should Disney Buy Spiderman for $10 Billion? (Disney vs
Sony)
https://youtu.be/K_IHoG1XfoI
Sum up in 4-5 bullet points the key points around ownership dealt with in this video. Use the
diagram below first if this helps.

Read and make notes: BBC Bitesize – The Film Industry
The next few pages will make use of the pages from BBC Bitesize.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z9hrwxs/revision/1
Categories: Film is a huge, global industry generating massive sums of money each year.
Films themselves can be divided into different categories and defined according to:

There are two main production contexts in the film industry:
Studio: mainstream films with big budgets made by major Hollywood studios. Studio films have
high production values and star actors. Examples of this might be The Hunger Games series, Batman v
Superman: Dawn of Justice or a James Bond film like Spectre.
Independent: films with smaller budgets and sometimes as a result, lower production values. They
are less likely to have so called A-list actors. Examples might be Juno, Birdman or Brooklyn.

Studio films

This is the industry model for a 'Hollywood' or ‘Blockbuster’ movie.
They are usually made by big Hollywood studios and follow a formula:

• Obvious characters, usually stereotypical, such as the action-hero.
• An easy-to-follow narrative with universal themes, which can be described in one
sentence and can be used as a tagline to promote the film.
• High production values, expensive costumes and locations. These films often use
special effects and/or CGI.
• The film may be promoted and marketed via merchandise such as tie-in deals with
food chains. In some instances, pop stars will produce songs for the soundtrack which
will help market the film to a wider audience. We refer to this cross-promotion
process as synergy.
• High profile celebrity actors. These actors can often be related to the film genre, such
as Jason Statham in the action movie genre.
• The main roles in the film are 'larger than life' characters rather than ordinary or real
people.
• The visual appeal of events or situations you would not see in everyday life, such as
explosions, car chases, fantasy worlds and historical settings.
• High drama and exciting, easy to understand plots.
• These films are usually distributed by the studios that make them. The studios are
often multinational media conglomerates that own companies across a range of
various media platforms.

• This means that these conglomerates can use all the companies they own to promote
and market a film.
• This use of all a media conglomerate's companies to produce, promote, market, and
distribute a film and its official merchandise is called vertical integration.
• Horizontal integration is when a conglomerate uses smaller independent companies
to help with marketing, distribution or even the exhibition of a film.
1.

Make sure to research and make a note of the key terms related to industry
highlighted above.

2.

What are the biggest film studios now?

Independent Films
Independent films are produced by smaller production companies. They do not follow the
same formula as studio films. Instead, they vary in style and genre.
Independent films are often designed to make you think about certain subjects or issues,
and feature challenging storylines that are more realistic and less escapist than in studio
films.

An official poster for the film Brooklyn

Examples of UK independent film companies are BBC Films (Brooklyn), Big Talk
Productions (The World's End), Heyday Films (The Boy In The Striped Pyjamas), Cloud Eight
Films (Selma), Ruby Films (Suffragette), and Vertigo Films (StreetDance).
Financing
- Independent film productions raise money from a variety of sources.
- Some small production companies may collaborate on the production by sharing
industry skills and financial resources.
- Independent production companies can secure funding from private investors but usually
they are funded by arts agencies, such as the British Film Council or the British Film
Institute.
- Some television broadcasters, like BBC Films and Film Four, also fund independent films.
- The internet has enabled independent filmmakers to seek funding from online donations
or crowdfunding.
Distribution
- Unlike studio films, which usually have a mainstream cinema release, independent
production companies enter their films into local, national and international film festivals
to gain exposure with distributors who may then buy the distribution rights.
- Distribution companies work to get independent films theatrical releases - nationally
and internationally - and make deals for DVD, Blu-Ray and on-demand releases.
- Independent films tend to have a limited theatrical release in comparison to studio
films, though there are many cinemas throughout the world catering for audiences and
fans of independent film.
- In the past, independent films have been considered to have lower production values
than studio films, but this has changed with technological innovations, including better
and more affordable cameras and computer software for special effects and editing.
- The ability to achieve high production values on low budgets has enabled independent
films like Juno to find mainstream success.
1.

Find at least two examples of independent film companies in the UK.

2.

Find at least two examples of independent productions which have secured mainstream
success at the box office.

Marketing and promotion

Film posters use different strategies to market a film to a target audience
• Studio films are 'hyped' up by the companies that produce them.
• Cross-platform strategies are used to appeal to a full range of potential audiences. The James
Bond film Spectre used a marketing method which included:
o An official website for the film, produced by Sony Pictures
o A viral campaign, using teasers and trailers on YouTube with
associated hashtags (#spectre) as well as mobile games and apps like James Bond 007:
World of Espionage.
o Adverts or interviews with the stars of the film in the print media (newspapers and
magazines), including feature articles about the film, along with posters and billboards
advertising the film.
o Press releases announcing the production of the film, and then the film release
o Theatrical and TV trailers
o Actors on talk shows to promote the film, for example the Spectre stars on The Graham
Norton Show
o The use of merchandise and official products to promote the film. Accessories
like Spectre wallets and notebooks, collector's items like Spectre jewellery and
promotional artwork.
• This cross-platform marketing can be driven by word of mouth as more and more people talk
about it.
• This makes the film more attractive to potential viewers who might feel they will be missing
out, if they don’t watch it.

• Social media buzz reflects this word of mouth and most promotion will use a specific hashtag
for marketing campaigns.
Independent film promotion
• Independent films rely heavily on critic reviews in newspapers, magazines or online
publications that specialise in independent film.
• Prizes from film festivals help attract potential audiences and can increase the amount of
cross-platform media coverage a film can achieve.
• Like studio films, most independent films will have official websites, press releases, trailers and
teasers.
• Independent films will not normally have merchandise or television adverts to promote the
film, these films will rely more heavily on word of mouth and social media.

Regulation

The BBFC rating symbols used for film industry regulation
The film industry in the UK is regulated by the British Board of
Film Classification (BBFC). The BBFC is responsible for
classifying films that have a cinema and DVD release.
The BBFC uses published Classification Guidelines for certain age ranges, ensuring that the content
of the film is age appropriate and that children or young people do not see films that are unsuitable
for them.
The BBFC Classification Guidelines are based on regular research with the public and updated every
4-5 years. The research involves more than 10,000 people from across the UK, including teenagers.
The Classification Guidelines are available on the BBFC website.
https://www.bbfc.co.uk/about-classification/classification-guidelines
The classifications are: (see appendix on the next page for guidelines)

U – Suitable for all
PG – Parental Guidance
12A – Only used for films shown in cinemas and suitable for 12 years and over. However, people
younger than 12 may see a 12A so long as they are accompanied by an adult
12 – Video release suitable for 12 years and over
15 – Suitable for only 15 years and over
18 – Suitable only for adults
Occasionally film classifications create controversy.
When The Dark Knight was released, some film critics thought it was too violent for children.

This was a problem for the film's production company, Warner Bros., as the film was based on the DC
Comic franchise, Batman, which is popular with younger audiences.
The BBFC gave the film a 12A certification meaning children under the age of 12 could see the film if
accompanied by an adult.
Many commentators felt this rating was inappropriate given the film's tone and content, however it
remained a 12A throughout its theatrical run.
A film is only reclassified if the company who owns it submits it to the BBFC for a new
classification.
1.

Find the BBFC rating for the following films: Avengers Endgame (2019), Joker (2019), Little
Women (2019).

2.

For each of the film, refer to the guidelines to explain why the film was awarded such a
certificate by the BBFC (You will need to visit the website – one example is given on the next page)

3.
Read this article titled Where have all the 18 certificate films gone?
https://www.denofgeek.com/movies/where-have-all-the-18-certificate-films-gone/
According to the article, what factors have played a key role in the dwindling number of films with a
18 certificate rating?
NOW, take the BBC Bitesize test to check your understanding!
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z9hrwxs/test

Extra tasks for those who want to
stretch further….
The following pages will target a more advanced
level and use articles and tasks from the Media
Magazine, published by the English and Media
Centre.

From Media Magazine #69

Do you want to conduct more independent
research? Complete the following.

From Media Magazine #65

You can also find out more about media contexts in the next
task which focuses on one of the A Level set texts.
Why not simply read this final article?

Media contexts

